
Golden Sands 
intro ...  80 bpm    [Am]  [Am]  A’   G    C    D   G   A,   [Am]    

 
chorus   Goodbye [Am] Love.  Farewell [Em] friendship. 

slowly played  Hello [G] heartache; my old [F] friend. 

Cry the [Am] tears.   Sing the [Em] sorrow 

Live the [G] feelings, once a..[F]..gain.         

Bar 12 { 128 bpm}    [F]    F,   A,   B,   C   D   C   B ...   {These are individual notes} 

 

Verse 1  [Am]   I re..[Em]..member all the [G] good times that we [F] had                   E   D   C   A, 

[Am]   We played on [Em] golden sands [Dm] me and my young [F] Dad      A   B   C   D   C   B 

[Am]   Such days of [Em] happiness,  we [G] thought would never [F] end    E   D   C   A,  

[Am]   But time just [Em] slips away. The [Dm] tide rolls in a..[F]..gain. 

 

chorus   Goodbye [Am] Love.  Farewell [Em] friendship. 

Hello [G] heartache; my old [F] friend. 

Cry the [Am] tears.   Sing the [Em] sorrow 

Live the [G] feelings, once a..[F]..gain.   

 

Verse 2  [Am]   Cold East [Em] wind was blowin’ [G] an’  I  could [F]  hear you call my ... 

[Am]   ... name.  Inside I [Em] see you fallin’ [G] I reach [F] out to take the ...  

[Am] ... blame.  Toss and [Em] turn in dreamland [Dm] though the endless [F] night    

[Am]   Think of the [Em] many ways you [Dm] taught me wrong from [F] right. 

 

chorus   Goodbye [Am] Love.  Farewell [Em] friendship. 

Hello [G] heartache; my old [F] friend. 

Cry the [Am] tears.   Sing the [Em] sorrow 

Live the [G] feelings, once a..[F]..gain.   

 

Bridge  [Dm7]   Those [Dm7] were such [G] happy days we [G] had.     

[Dm7]   Play..[Dm7]..ing those [G] seaside games with [G] Dad.    

[Dm7]   Warm [Dm7] days we [G] thought would never [G] end    

[Dm7]   The [Dm7] sands of [G] time run out a..[G]..gain.               

 

solo over chorus chords  

[Am]   [Em]   [G2}{F2]   [F] [Am]   [Em]   [G2}{F2]  [F]         

 

Verse 3  [Am]   With every [Em] passing lifetime [G] the [F] baton’s handed ... 

[Am]   ... on.    The son be..[Em]..comes a father [G] He has a [F] daughter and a ...  

[Am]   ... son.  They play on [Em] golden sands, the [Dm] cycle carries [F] on.   

[Am]   Soon it will [Em] be my turn to [Dm] face the setting [F] sun. 

 

chorus is sung twice, with counterpoint singing on top taken from verse 1 lyrics ..... 

 Goodbye [Am] Love.  Farewell [Em] friendship. 

Hello [G] heartache; my old [F] friend. 

Cry the [Am] tears.   Sing the [Em] sorrow 

Live the [G] feelings, once a..[F]..gain.   

 

Goodbye [Am] Love.  Farewell [Em] friendship. 

Hello [G] heartache; my old [F] friend. 

Cry the [Am] tears.   Sing the [Em] sorrow 

Live the [G] feelings, once a..[F]..gain.  

 

outro  [F] [F] slower  [F]    [Am]   We  played  on  gold - en   [A]  sands ................... 

    {notes}       A’       G       C    D      G              A, 
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